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Note: Items in brackets [  ] are meant to be clarifying statements but are not part of the 
actual audio recording of the webcast. 
 
This transcript must be read in conjunction with the corresponding webcast slides, 
posted on fpa.com. The webcast slide page numbers are referenced below. Please also 
reference the Important Disclosures at the end of this transcript and throughout and at 
the end of the webcast presentation. 
 

You should consider FPACX (the “Fund”) investment objectives, risks, and charges and 

expenses carefully before you invest. The Prospectus details the Fund's objective and 

policies and other matters of interest to the prospective investor. Please read the 

Prospectus carefully before investing.  

 

 

(00:00:00) 

Moderator: [Please reference slide 1] Hello, and welcome to today’s webcast. All lines 

have been placed on mute to prevent any background noise. Please note 

that today’s webcast is being recorded.  

  During the presentation, we will have a question-and-answer 

session. You can submit questions via the Q&A panel at any time during 

today’s presentation. Type your question in the open text box, and click 

New Question to submit. 

  If you experience any technical difficulties during the broadcast, we 

suggest you first refresh your browser. If that does not resolve the issue, 

please send a message through the Q&A panel.  
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  It is now my pleasure to turn today’s program over to Ryan Leggio. 

Ryan, the floor is yours. 

Ryan: Thanks so much. Good afternoon everyone, and thank you for joining us 

today. We hope everyone is safe and healthy. We would like to welcome 

you to FPA Crescent’s Fourth Quarter 2020 Webcast. My name is Ryan 

Leggio, and I am a partner here at FPA.  

  Before we get started, I wanted to mention two things. You may 

notice, at the bottom left of the screen, a LinkedIn button. That’s because 

FPA has recently started posting Firm and Fund updates on our LinkedIn 

page. We encourage you to follow us to receive timely information going 

forward. Just search “FPA Funds” in your favorite search engine to find us 

and click the Follow button.  

  Finally, we encourage you to join us tomorrow, live, or text for 

replay, for our inaugural FPA Queens Road Small Cap Value webcast. It 

will also start at 1PM Pacific Time.  

  The audio, transcript, and visual replay of today’s webcast will be 

made available on our website, FPA.com, and the presentation will be 

made available on our website as well.  
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  Momentarily, you will hear from Steven Romick, Brian Selmo, and 

Mark Landecker, the portfolio managers of our Contrarian Value Strategy, 

which includes the FPA Crescent Fund. Steven has managed the FPA 

Crescent Fund since its inception in 1993, with Brian and Mark joining 

Steven as portfolio managers in June of 2013. 

  At this time, it is my pleasure to turn over the call to Steven Romick. 

Steven. 

(00:02:10) 

Steven: Thank you, Ryan. Thank you all for taking the time to join today’s call as 

we review recent performance of the FPA Crescent Fund and the markets 

in general, current portfolio positioning, as well as some broader views of 

the current investing landscape. Please bear with Brian, Mark, and myself 

though, as we navigate our interaction from three different locations. 

  [Please reference slide 2] While we have the longer-term 

performance here at the outset for disclosure purposes, we will address it 

in greater granularity as we move through the presentation. [Please 

reference slide 3] As an executive summary, it’s always good to take stock 

at the end of a calendar year, and no better time than now with 2020 

having delivered more than the usual share of surprises. 
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   At the end of 2019, no one predicted that the unemployment rate 

would hit its highest level since the Great Depression and most Americans 

would be struggling financially; that average wages would decline but 

household incomes would increase, thanks to government stimulus 

checks; that our national debt would cross $27 trillion, an almost $5 trillion 

increase; and despite that, U.S. GDP would still shrink 3.5%; and yet, that 

the stock market would hit new highs, delivering a double-digit rate of 

return. With that as a backdrop, 2020’s returns were acceptable for the 

Fund, but certainly not outstanding.   

  On the positive side, we actively deployed a lot of capital into 

market weakness, increasing Crescent’s risk exposure by approximately 

ten percentage points.  This allowed the Fund to recover from its very 

weak first quarter, with the Fund performing in line with the global market 

[index] averages, when adjusted for its 75% average risk exposure during 

the year.1 We consider the Fund’s 2020 12% net return to be within the 

range of annual outcomes that one might reasonably expect, particularly 

when the value cohort of stocks held by the Fund generally 

underperformed. 

                                                 
1 Global market indices referred to herein are the S&P 500 Index (with 2020 returns of 18.40%) and the MSCI ACWI Index (with 

2020 returns of 16.25%). The average of the two is 17.33%.  Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future 

results. 
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  Many of these same securities, despite generally rallying 

substantially off their lows, still remain relatively inexpensive when 

compared to the broader market. We [believe we] have a collection of 

good to great businesses trading at reasonable prices, while avoiding 

those businesses whose securities are priced to perfection and then 

some.  That, along with our ability to invest globally in different asset 

classes, should position us well for the future. 

(00:04:25) 

  [Please reference slide 4] To accomplish our goal of achieving 

equity[-like] rates of return with less risk over full market cycles, we have 

the unusual ability for a public fund to invest broadly—not just in stocks 

but in distressed debt and high yield bonds, overseas as well as in the 

U.S.—as well as a host of other tools.  Unfortunately, elevated asset 

pricing in recent years has not allowed us to take advantage of all our 

resources, which has caused the Fund to look more ordinary in that time 

than it has historically. 

  [Please reference slide 5] Crescent’s strategy may have appeared 

out of step in the first quarter last year, and as we argued at the time in 

our Q1 [2020] commentary, “Businesses owned by the Fund may have 
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seen their stock value move 25% day-to-day, or even intra-day, but in our 

assessment their business value did not similarly change.”2 The Fund 

showed an outsized improvement in the fourth quarter, gaining 18.2%, 

which was generally a function of the many positions we had previously 

pointed out as being inexpensive.  Stock prices broadly appreciated over 

the last three months of the year and in many cases increased by quite a 

lot. And still, in our assessment, not a lot has changed in the underlying 

fundamentals of the companies held in the portfolio.  The Fund generated 

135.3% of the average of the S&P 500 and MSCI ACWI return in the 

fourth quarter, outperforming its own average risk exposure of 79.0% 

during the quarter. This fourth quarter rebound clearly allowed for our full-

year return of 12.1%.3 

(00:05:55) 

  [Please reference slide 6] It’s not a likely surprise to anyone on this 

call that growth stocks continued to outperform value stocks last year.  

The global MSCI ACWI and domestic S&P 500 growth indexes returned 

33.6% and 33.5%, respectively.  By comparison, their value counterparts 

delivered a small loss of -0.3% to a small gain 1.4%, respectively. 

                                                 
2 Please see the referenced Q1 2020 commentary at: https://fpa.com/docs/default-source/funds/fpa-crescent-

https://fpa.com/docs/default-source/funds/fpa-crescent-fund/literature/quarterly-commentaries/fpa-crescent-fund-commentary-2020-03.pdf?sfvrsn=14
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  [Please reference slide 7] While it was growth stocks that drove the 

market higher in 2020, it wasn’t that many of them.  Just ten stocks made 

up more than half of the market’s return, as shown in this view of the 

ACWI and S&P.  Meanwhile, more than one third of the stock market had 

negative returns, and the equal-weighted and median returns came in far 

lower than the index returns indicative of a very narrow market. 

  [Please reference slide 8] Notwithstanding the tremendous volatility 

during the year, as it relates to the global stock market returns for the full 

calendar year 2020, it was truly an exceptionally unexceptional year. 

Investors typically anchor to the average annual market return, while 

disregarding that the actual annual returns vacillate tremendously around 

that average. 

  Ironically, people will one day look back at 2020 and see a year that 

delivered a market return of approximately 2x the long-term average. 

There will be less attention paid to the market having declined 

approximately 34% intra-year, only to then rebound approximately 67% by 

year-end. That’s comforting in a way, as it suggests that this unusual year 

was not really so abnormal. 

                                                                                                                                                             
fund/literature/quarterly-commentaries/fpa-crescent-fund-commentary-2020-03.pdf?sfvrsn=14 
3 Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future results. 

https://fpa.com/docs/default-source/funds/fpa-crescent-fund/literature/quarterly-commentaries/fpa-crescent-fund-commentary-2020-03.pdf?sfvrsn=14
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  Investors focus on annual stock market returns without often 

appreciating that the stock market never returns the average. Long-term 

equity returns are achieved with significant variability around the mean. 

(00:07:52) 

  The MSCI ACWI Net Return Index has returned an average of 

[approx..] 6% over the past 20 years, but in only three instances were the 

returns even within 2% of the average. In about two-thirds of the cases, 

the returns were more than 10 percentage points higher or lower than the 

average. Over the course, there’s a 77% spread between the best and 

worst years—over 34% in 2009 and then a loss of 42% in 2008. 

  [Please reference slide 9] 2020 was one of our worst relative years 

in a couple of decades for stocks held in Crescent for reasons we have 

discussed.  However, despite the decade-long headwind in value 

underperforming growth, the Fund’s long equity book has outperformed 

the broad market averages since we started keeping track in 2007, 

besting the S&P 500 by 1.1% per year but beating the MSCI ACWI by a 
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more significant 4.3% beginning in 2011.4 

  [Please reference slide 10] It’s been a year of extreme, nerve-

wracking volatility but our longer-term mindset guides us to seek out what 

is currently out of favor, while avoiding the inflated valuations of what is in 

vogue. However, these portfolio decisions can cause us to appear out of 

touch with the crowd, which we hope is a temporary phenomenon, but 

incumbent on us to prove to you over time. 

  In our Q2 2020 commentary earlier this year, we shared what we 

believed would be temporary impacts on certain businesses—that people 

would get on planes, stay in hotels again, and what that might mean for 

the travel and aerospace industries, for example.5 We owned and 

subsequently purchased many stocks that experienced dramatic price 

declines in the first quarter. The shares of these companies were priced at 

such low valuations, suggesting that their businesses would never 

recover. As a result, the Fund saw more changes in its portfolio last year 

than it has had in many years.  

                                                 
4 The long equity segment of the Fund is presented gross of investment management fees, transactions costs, and Fund operating 
expenses, which if included, would reduce the returns presented. Long equity holdings only includes equity securities excluding 
paired trades, short-sales, and preferred securities. The long equity performance information shown herein is for illustrative 
purposes only and may not reflect the impact of material economic or market factors. No representation is being made that any 
account, product or strategy will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results similar to those shown. Long equity performance 
does not represent the return an investor in the Fund can or should expect to receive. Fund shareholders may only invest or redeem 

their shares at net asset value. Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future results. 
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(00:09:50) 

  We took the opportunity to increase equity exposure earlier in 2020 

as investors were running for the exits. We reset the portfolio by reducing 

or eliminating certain holdings that in our view offered less attractive long-

term potential, while increasing existing and new positions in those 

businesses that we believed were temporarily harmed by the global 

pandemic but whose stock prices were disproportionately decimated.   

  It’s no great surprise that the top five contributors to performance 

over the last year were our technology investments that floated upwards 

on the rising tide. Despite taking some profits, we retained many of these 

positions. These companies share the common characteristic that they 

operate successful business models and trade at valuations that, although 

not as inexpensive as they once were, we believe will still provide a 

reasonable return in the years to come.   

  I’m going to turn it over to Brian and Mark for a little bit more color. 

Brian: Thanks, Steve. As you see on slide ten, and Steve briefly alluded to, the 

largest contributors were primarily digital businesses that saw little impact 

                                                                                                                                                             
5  Please see the referenced Q2 2020 commentary at: https://fpa.com/docs/default-source/funds/fpa-crescent-
fund/literature/quarterly-commentaries/fpa-crescent-fund-commentary-2020-q2.pdf?sfvrsn=14 
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or even business acceleration from the pandemic. The detractors are 

businesses directly impacted by the pandemic and a couple of financial 

names. And while it’s interesting to look at the trailing contributors and 

detractors, we think it might be more important or more interesting for you 

to hear about how the portfolio is positioned.  

  And for that, we have tried to break down our exposures and 

positioning by a few different broad categories that we hope will help you 

think about the Fund and the exposures in the Fund. Mark? 

Mark: Thanks, Brian. So, compounders are all the rage these days. But we’ve 

always been partial to such companies, and have opportunistically built 

positions in many such businesses over the years, including but not 

limited to Aon, Analog Devices, NXPI, Broadcom, Charter, Comcast, 

Nexon, Olympus, Richemont, and TE Connectivity, to name but just a few 

of the current names in the portfolio.6 

  Now don’t get us wrong. We’re still natural contrarians at heart, so 

you can always expect us to have some exposure to companies that 

temporarily seem out of sync with whatever popular tune is currently being 
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sung by the market. Brian, why don’t you take us through some of those 

examples? 

(00:12:28) 

Brian: Thanks, Mark. As mentioned earlier, and on previous calls, we continue to 

hold a number of financial names, including Wells Fargo, Citigroup, AIG, 

and Jefferies. We also hold low-multiple businesses that can be 

characterized as materials or energy in Lafarge, Heidelberg, Glencore, 

and Kinder Morgan, as well as some other generally less-favorably priced 

or perceived business, such as Univar and LPL.7  

  While these are all quite solid businesses [in our opinion] and from 

our perspective, well-positioned to transition to a digital future and remain 

relevant as economic animals prospectively, they are currently deeply out 

of favor in the market, and you can see that in the form of either price to 

earnings or free cash flow in those businesses that are more flow or 

income-statement-oriented, or in their multiple relative to tangible book 

value, for those companies that are more financial in nature. In addition, 

most of these holdings have sizable and growing dividend yields. Mark? 

                                                                                                                                                             
6 Portfolio composition will change due to ongoing management of the Fund. References to individual securities or sectors are for 
informational purposes only and should not be construed as a recommendation by the Fund, the portfolio managers, FPA or the 
distributor to purchase or sell such securities or sectors, and any information provided is not a sufficient basis upon which to make 
an investment decision. The Fund may no longer hold positions in these names. For a full list of the Fund’s holdings as of 
12/31/2020, please go to www.fpa.com, or refer to page 29 in this webcast. 

http://www.fpa.com/
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Mark: Keeping with attractively-valued securities, we also own a collection of 

eclectic names that you won’t find in most indices, but which we think 

continue to trade at big discounts to NAV or look-through earnings. 

Specifically, I am thinking of GBL [Groupe Brussels Lambert] and Prosus 

in Belgium, Softbank in Japan, Swire [Pacific] in Hong Kong, Naspers in 

South Africa, and both LG Corp and Samsung C&T in South Korea.  

(00:14:20) 

Brian: In sticking with undervalued names, the portfolio has exposure to a 

number of high-quality businesses that we think are long-term 

compounders, but whose earnings power has been severely impacted and 

is currently masked by the pandemic that has so greatly disrupted society. 

And here I’m thinking about names in the aerospace sector, such as 

Howmet [Aerospace] and Meggitt, as well as hospitality or travel-related 

businesses such as Marriott and Bookings.  

Mark: Now Ryan Leggio and the Business Development team asked us to come 

up with a catchy acronym for this last group. So, going forward, we’ll talk 

about them as “DLCRNBWAIFY” otherwise known as “Don’t Look Cheap 

Right Now, But Will Again in a Few Years.”  

                                                                                                                                                             
7 See Footnote 6 for important disclosures. 
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Brian: Steve, back to you. 

Steve: Okay, Mark’s going to keep his day job there. The stock market has run to 

new highs. We would suggest that we have borrowed from future returns.  

In general, I mean, it’s simple—the more you pay for an asset, the lower 

you can expect for its future return, all else equal. We therefore retain 

approximately a quarter of the portfolio in cash and conservative fixed 

income that is available to be redirected for future opportunities. 

  [Please reference slide 11] Either Mark or Brian, I don’t remember 

which, had talked about what happens coming out the other side, and how 

these businesses might perform, and what people are willing to deal with. 

We have a little bit of a window into that, after it was first announced that 

the vaccine was rolled out in November. And at that point, investors 

became increasingly willing to own those businesses that were more 

negatively impacted by the pandemic and we began to see a rotation from 

growth to value in the equity markets. 

(00:16:13) 

  From that, you know, first week of November through the year-end, 

Crescent returned 12% as compared—actually, it’s the wrong number, we 

have returned more than that; Ryan, you can chime in with the number 
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from that period forward. But we performed much better than the value 

indices that were 12.8% and 10.9%. I had just quoted you the year-end, 

the full-year number. I think the number was—it’s on this page. I think it’s 

12.1%; I apologize, which is well ahead of the market as a whole for that 

period of time, driven by the returns of the growth counterparts that had 

returned a respectable but not nearly as impressive 6.4% and 5.1%. 

  [Please reference slide 12] Despite the recent market rally, the 

least expensive part of the market continues to trade at a larger than 

average discount when compared to the market average. Many 

companies held by the Fund fall into this relatively inexpensive bucket 

which [we believe] should help set the Fund up for the future. This chart 

here explains why we believe there is gas left in the tank for many of 

Crescent’s securities, with the cheapest quintile of the market trading at 

still a fairly wide discount to the most expensive. 

(00:17:33) 

  [Please reference slide 13] It's interesting to see how many people 

find solace in different industries in which they have little grasp of the 

economics, let alone what might be the right price to pay. Momentum, 
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more than understanding, drove the Nifty 50 in the 70s8; oil stocks in the 

80s; tech stocks in the 90s; diversified industrial stocks and certain 

financials, like General Electric and Bank of America in the 00s, and now 

back to technology and healthcare stocks today. This has led to a clear 

bifurcation in the market with a widening gulf between the haves and 

have-nots—as pronounced as we’ve ever seen it. The valuations of many 

“haves” are too rich for our blood and are less likely to deliver reasonable 

returns over time, despite many high-quality businesses in the mix. The 

lower valuations of the “have-nots” can often be appropriately justified by 

the secular challenges these businesses face.  

  As price-conscious investors, we focus on the cohort in between. 

Much of the oxygen in the room has gotten sucked up by those stocks that 

have been “working,” leaving the share prices of many good businesses 

gasping for air. Using the ratio of a company’s market value to its sales as 

a valuation measure, you can see in this chart that the growth stocks in 

the S&P 500 trade at their most expensive in recent years when compared 

to value stocks.   

  We remain firmly grounded in the philosophy of not paying more for 

                                                 
8 The Nifty Fifty was an informal designation for fifty popular large-cap stocks on the New York Stock Exchange in the 1960s and 
1970s that were widely regarded as solid buy and hold growth stocks, or “Blue-chip” stocks. 
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an asset than what we believe it to be worth.  Our true north remains 

bottom-up security selection. Mark and Brian have mentioned some of 

those names. We evaluate the risk and reward of each of our investments 

over a three to five-year period, and innately believe that anything less is 

speculation. As risky as investing in stocks appeared at the March [2020] 

lows, particularly with regard to the financial, travel, and aerospace 

sectors, we’d argue that higher prices today, all else equal, translates to 

greater risk.  

  We therefore expend the bulk of our energy and capital on those 

businesses that we believe offer secular growth, good returns on capital, 

have operators who are either owners or function with an owner mentality 

and, finally, trade at prices that should allow for an acceptable rate of 

return over time. 

(00:19:40) 

  [Please reference slide 14] Investors today are paying more for 

certainty, or for the illusion of certainty. However, there are numerous 

companies, many with unproven business models, whose valuations can 

only be justified by high earnings growth well into the future. Further, 

achieving those growth rates does not assure good stock price 
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performance.  

  Let’s look back in time for a moment, a couple decades ago. 

Microsoft. It posted 19.5% earnings growth through the first decade of the 

millennium, but its stock price declined 48% in that time.9  Price may not 

matter over the short-term, but it certainly does over the long-term. The 

Crescent portfolio will hopefully continue to prove that point.      

  The pendulum swung hard to the downside in March and now has 

swung even harder to the upside since those market lows. As we also 

wrote in our Q1 2020 commentary, “As emotion is wrung from the stock 

market, it tends to look forward to what the economy looks like on the 

other side of a virulent downturn.” That happened sooner than we 

expected. Far be it for us to say this rebound was overdone, but there’s 

little question that the markets are pricing in, to a degree, a COVID-free 

world. 

  [Please reference slide 14] Strong 2020 market performance, 

particularly by growth stocks, left the larger capitalization companies with 

expensive price/earnings ratios of at least 50x representing 19% of the 

market, a level of concentration not seen since the dotcom bubble that 
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peaked in Q1 2000.  It remains to be seen if investors’ high hopes for 

these companies will be justified. 

  [Please reference slide 15] Looking at the market more broadly, the 

large-cap S&P 500 now trades at 22.3x forward earnings, 45% higher than 

the 20-year average.  Larger market cap companies based outside the 

U.S., as represented by the ACWI ex-U.S., trade less expensively at 

16.7x, although still 25% higher than its 20-year average.10These higher 

valuations can, in part, be supported by lower interest rates and the higher 

growth rates of many businesses. However, around 12% of the S&P 500 

now trades at more than 10x sales; its largest percentage and more than 

during the dotcom bubble. Only time will tell if it is truly different this time, 

but it has always been dangerous to utter those words during previous 

periods of market exuberance. 

(00:22:07) 

  [Please reference slide 16] Increased borrowings have helped 

stocks reach new highs.  It’s not a coincidence that margin debt has hit an 

all-time high at the same time as the stock market.  For now, anyway, it’s 

a bit of self-fulfilling prophecy. Buy shares with the aid of borrowed money.  

                                                                                                                                                             
9 Source: Bloomberg, for the period 12/31/1999 to 12/31/2009.  Microsoft’s stock price on the respective dates was $58.38 and 
$30.48. 
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Watch those shares increase in price.  Some don’t want to miss out and 

they hop on the bandwagon and buy some more shares.  That helps the 

stock price rise further and someone else gets excited.  It’s quite the 

virtuous circle, until it isn’t.   

  According to Bloomberg, “a record $120 trillion of stock changed 

hands on the U.S. stock exchanges last year, up 50% year-over year. The 

average Russell 3000 stock saw average daily share volume surge 46% 

to 1.9 million shares.”  The stocks that performed best were those with 

better projected prospects than current earnings and companies that were 

either less impacted by or benefited from the pandemic. Needless to say, 

we did not own many of these companies. 

  [Please reference slide 17] The momentum driving many 

individuals, including those utilizing commission-less platforms like 

Robinhood, have helped drive stock prices higher. Many of these market 

participants operate with more of a casino mentality and count on past 

performance being indicative of future performance, and have piled into 

stocks with the aid of not only record amounts of borrowed money, but the 

greatest use of derivatives the markets have ever seen.  Using call options 

leverages exposure, and its use has also helped push the stock market to 

                                                                                                                                                             
10 Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management, Guide to the Markets. Slide 55. As of December 31, 2020. 
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higher levels. 

  [Please reference slide 18] I think what we said on the last call, Q3 

[2020], bears repeating, “No one has ever lived through the grand 

monetary experiment that central bankers and government treasuries are 

cooking up. These are unproven and untested theories where the 

outcome is not yet clear. However, if one has a long-term time horizon, 

choosing between investments in cash (no return), fixed income (low 

return), and equities (likely higher return), equities would be the logical 

choice.”  

(00:24:09) 

  We therefore continue to maintain the Fund’s net risk exposure at 

just under 80%.  With less than average exposure to low-yielding, sub-

investment grade corporate debt, the Fund’s net equity exposure has 

crept up to 73%.  

  [Please reference slide 19] Crescent’s [long] equity positions are, 

on average, less expensive than the market.  Only marginally so when 

looking at forward P/Es, as you can see on this table, but more so when 

considering Price/Book.  However, the Fund holds many companies 

whose earnings, as Brian pointed out, have been negatively impacted by 
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the pandemic and, when we get to the other side, [we believe] these 

businesses should recover nicely.  The consensus view—not our own 

estimates, but that of Wall Street—project 40% earnings growth over the 

next three years, almost double the market average.11  

  [Please reference slide 20] International stocks continue to trade 

more inexpensively, as I pointed out earlier, relatively when compared to 

U.S. stocks even with many operating globally.  A lower valuation on its 

own, though, does not warrant a place for a stock in our portfolio. Those 

slots are reserved for growing businesses. We have been fortunate to find 

many such companies in the last couple of years, which explains our 

40.7% exposure, as a percentage of our [the Fund’s] net equity 

investments, to foreign-domiciled companies; including global companies, 

some of which have already been mentioned, like LafargeHolcim, Groupe 

Bruxelles Lambert, Glencore, and Richemont.  This is the largest 

exposure to international companies we’ve [the Fund] ever had. 

  [Please reference slide 21] Our inability to find attractive high-yield 

and distressed opportunities has been disappointing. Higher yielding 

corporate debt had always been an integral part of our portfolio, yet we 

                                                 
11 Source: CAPIQ and Bloomberg. Earnings estimates are for the Fund’s long equity positions. Please see slide 9 of the webcast for 
definition of long equity. 
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have been sidelined for much of the last decade, as we have watched the 

yields of lower-tier corporate credits continue to decline, and then decline 

some more. In a quest for return, investors have bid up the price of high-

yield bonds so that this yield is now at an all-time low of 4.2%, and that’s a 

gross yield before some measurable, but yet to be determined, level of 

defaults. This low yield that can be reasonably characterized as return-

free risk, we would argue, and largely explains our [the Fund’s] negligible 

exposure to high-yield bonds.   

(00:26:24) 

  [Please reference slide 22] Adding to the risk factors, corporate 

debt generally has the worst lender protection in its history.  As a proxy, 

consider covenant relief offered to U.S.-levered loans in this chart; fewer 

and weaker covenants and more covenant relief than we’ve ever seen. 

We won’t be broadly buying high-yield bonds until such time as we are 

offered higher yields with good businesses or assets as collateral and 

better covenant protection.  

  [Please reference slide 23] In closing, what was a bad year through 

March turned into an average year by December, emphasizing how noisy 

short-term performance can be for long-duration assets. From a valuation 
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perspective, we believe we are well-positioned for future performance, 

although more relatively than absolutely; our portfolio is less expensive 

than the market but certainly not as cheap as it was in March.12  And we 

have available liquidity that will allow us to capitalize on future 

opportunities. 

  Although we do not like losing money, we can’t forget about making 

money. This balance between capital preservation and appreciation must 

always consider the macro environment—the sovereign desire to inflate, 

the continued low interest rates globally, and the negative real return on 

cash. Given that setup, if we can continue to be successful with our long-

term equity security selection as we have in the past, then Crescent may 

continue to be more invested than its past even if that may involve greater 

volatility from time to time.  

  [Please reference slide 24] That is the end of our prepared 

remarks.  And we are going to turn it now to Q&A. The first questions we 

are going to address are the ones that were pre-submitted, and then we 

will come to the ones that are coming over the transom as we speak. 

(00:28:10) 

                                                 
12 The forward P/E of the Fund’s long equity and the S&P 500 Index as of 03/31/2020 and 12/31/2020 were 11.8x and 16.1x; 26.9x 
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  How are inflows and outflows influencing your investment decision?  

  In managing an open-end fund, we have to be mindful of flows, 

both in and out. We can constantly consider the appropriate sizes of 

investments in the Fund, and have always done so, deliberately keeping 

less liquid positions smaller. And certainly, and this gets to a question that 

did just come over the transom—do we have the data about smaller cap 

companies?—it certainly is a function of size. It certainly does open and 

create that opportunity. Where flows are not a concern, like in our Source 

Capital closed-end fund, we are able to invest more capital and less liquid 

situations, like private loans for example.  

  Do you see stagflation in the near future? What government 

mistakes could end the bull market? 

  With unfettered fiscal spending and aggressive money printing, it’s 

hard to not see inflation at some point, whether it’s near-term or later. 

Whether that inflation will be broad-based or continue to be narrow asset 

inflation that we’ve been experiencing, whether or not it tips to stagflation 

is an unknown—at least to us, anyway.  

  When government is doing its best to devalue cash, you’re not 

                                                                                                                                                             
and 29.8x, respectively. 
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expecting that predilection to shift. We continue to maintain a large to 

average exposure, as I said in the prepared remarks, to equities.  

  Another question. After a company has utilized low interest rates in 

their capital structure, aren’t those realized benefits finite, meaning they 

will show up and benefit the next 12 months of earnings—but are there 

truly much, if any, incremental benefit after that point? Maybe you can 

share or provide an example or one of your discounted cash flow models 

for one of your companies in your portfolio. 

  And then another question:  With all the government actions taking 

over the past year, do any of the stimulus have any economic long-term 

value add? 

 (00:29:58) 

  Let me take the part of the stimulus first. It’s impossible to know its 

long-term benefits. To be fair, one should also be asking what the long-

term impact would be if the government wasn’t providing any stimulus. We 

don’t know either way. It all remains to be seen. At this point Washington 

seems to be stuffing as much cash as possible into the many pandemic-

induced leaky holes, and then some more that weren’t leaking in the first 

place.  
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  As to your question of the benefit of levered interest rates, a 

leveraged company that refinances borrowings at a lower rate will have 

the benefit of lower interest expense until that debt matures. And that 

could be well than much longer than a year. A company’s valuation also 

benefits from lower rates, and it justifies an investor paying more for future 

cash flows today. If rates continued to decline further, those benefits will 

continue. But if rates increase, borrowing costs go up, and one is willing to 

pay less for a business.  

  [Please reference slide 26] As an example of rates impacting 

valuation, look at this oversimplified view—Elliott, will turn to that dividend 

discount model slide, please? Look at this oversimplified view of using a 

dividend discount model. This is not showing a discounted cash flow of 

one of our companies. This is just showing just a larger view of a dividend 

discount model---I don’t see it coming up. I can’t see the screen, Elliott, on 

my side; it’s being blocked by these questions and answers. 

  If you look at this dividend discount model you see here, you can 

see back in 2007—let me start first with a dividend discount model. It’s 

where price is equal to the expected dividend divided by the discount rate 

less the growth rate. So, in 2007, if were just to keep this math simple, and 
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call it a dollar of an expected annual dividend, and the growth rate of 5%, 

and a discount rate of 10%, which we will call, “five points above our risk-

free rate,” which were used as Treasuries at that point in time. The ten-

year Treasury back in 2007 was around 5%.  

(00:32:11) 

  So that gave you a business value—again, oversimplified 

example—of $20 in 2007. So, you zoom forward to 2020, where the five-

year Treasury, the ten-year Treasury is 1%, add the same five points in 

your risk premium to that. That gives you a 6% discount rate. So, if you 

take the same dollar of expected annual dividend and divide it by the 

difference between the discount rate of 6% and the expected growth rate 

of 5%, that gives you a business value of $100 up five times. So, it’s 

certainly no question that rates have had a benefit on what the market has 

done, historically. Rates have been declining for the last 30 years, and 

certainly have declined a tremendous amount in the last decade.  

  We are not here to tell you what rates are going to do in the future. 

We just don’t know. But I do lay this example out for you, per your request, 

to say that you can see what those impacts on this business value are. 

And clearly, if rates were to go back to the same level where they were 
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before, what worked in your favor would work in the inverse.  

  [Please reference slide 24] I have a question now that I am going to 

let Mark answer. I am going to actually lump these questions together. Are 

we still finding opportunities across stocks and bonds, broadly? Where 

does that leave cash levels? Part of that was addressed in the prepared 

remarks. Any areas of future opportunity? And with the market record 

highs, what is your trend line in your cash position?  

  Mark, do you mind taking this? 

(00:33:54) 

Mark: Sure. Thanks, Steve. So of course, we’ll be the first to acknowledge that 

it’s easier to find bargains in an environment where equities are trading at 

depressed levels. But we would advise investors in Crescent not to overly 

fixate on market multiples. After all, one of the reasons we think many of 

you have likely given us the privilege of managing your capital is because 

we do so in an active manner, such that we aren’t closet indexers hugging 

benchmark weights of individual names or sectors.  

  As an example, we own quite a few family-controlled Asian 

conglomerates, whereby we would generally describe the underlying 

businesses as being better than average. But on our estimates, the 
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valuations are actually at a single-digit multiple to look through after-tax 

earnings. Now you won’t find those kinds of opportunities in the S&P 500, 

but as contrarians by nature, we’re comfortable holding a portfolio that 

looks a little eclectic.  

  Now that said, we also believe it’s important to try and not be 

contrarian for contrarian’s sake. As an example, there are many names in 

the portfolio we now must have held for probably a decade, if not longer, 

such as AON, Google, Analog Devices, and TE Connectivity. These are all 

high-quality businesses with GDP-plus growth opportunities run by great 

management teams. However, what has allowed us to own these names 

for as long as we have is a simple reason that we have always believed: 

the market was underpricing the durability and growth prospects of each 

of these companies.  

  Now that doesn’t mean we think the stocks are going to go up next 

quarter. But if you’re willing to be contrarian and take a long-term 

approach by focusing on earnings three to five years from now rather 

than, say, the next three to five months, we continue to believe you can 

find opportunities even in the current market. Steve? 

Steve: Thanks, Mark. I’m actually—Brian, why don’t you pick up? I think there’s a 
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few questions that have come over the transom. 

(00:35:57) 

Brian: Thanks, Steve. The first, they have saved the easy one for me. Which, if 

any, opportunities did you miss during this year’s market crash? 

Steve: Mark and I voted and gave that one to Brian. 

Brian: Yeah. Thanks, guys. I suppose with the market up 60 or so percent from 

the bottom, the call is not long enough, and I don’t like pain enough to go 

over everything that we could have bought that would have done well over 

that time. I think that Steve alluded to earlier, we did buy a number of 

things, we did increase exposure. I think we would have, in retrospect, 

liked to have bought more of just about all of them. For a little bit of self-

criticism, I think that an industry that we did not handle particularly well 

through this year was aerospace, both sort of on the managing the 

position as well as buying things that maybe we have looked at in the past 

and thought about, if you want me to be a little bit more specific.  

  And I think we have also spoken a fair amount in the past, 

particularly in and around the first quarter, in terms of our expectation and 

desire to invest in debt. And I think Steve mentioned how unattractive 

high-yield is currently. We did buy four new fixed-income positions in the 
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year, and that was largely in the first quarter and around the crisis, but 

that’s an area that was not as fruitful as we would have hoped, given that 

there was a selloff. I think in debt, it was incredibly brief. 

(00:37:38) 

  Now moving on to, I think, the last pre-submitted question. There’s 

a question on thoughts of weightings that are potentially long in the tooth 

GARP [Growth At a Reasonable Price] trade versus value shift like 2000. 

How do you think about this or a position for growth drawdown if it occurs?  

  I think here I would empathize with the questioner and with you on 

the phone in that there is a fair amount of nuttiness in the market, and 

certainly in the last two weeks or so, we’ve all seen that on the nightly 

news with GameStop or AMC or some of the other bizarre trading and 

pricing in individual stocks. Now as Mark said, we manage the portfolio 

also, though, on an individual name basis. And as we talked about earlier 

in the call, we have different types of investments in the portfolio. So, while 

we have a number of investments that we think would probably be 

characterized as growth or GARP, we think that those all have long-term 

durability that the market isn’t giving adequate appreciation for.  

  The portfolio, also, has a number of names and investments that 
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we think would be called value, if you are going to take the parlance of this 

question. And I think those are situations where we think the businesses 

have brighter futures or, again, more resilience than the market is giving 

them credit for. Although the multiples might be quite different between the 

two, the underlying approach and philosophy is the same, and that makes 

up the portfolio. So, with that as an overview, we don’t give a lot of thought 

to what something would be characterized as whether it’s GARP or value, 

or whether its domiciled in the U.S. or internationally. We try to use our 

flexibility to build a portfolio that we think will be robust over time.  

  Now I’m going to turn it over to Steve and Mark to answer any of 

the questions that have come in that Elliott has up on the page. Go ahead, 

Steve. 

(00:39:51) 

Steve: I’ll start. If it’s something that we are currently transacting in, it’s something 

that we’re not going to address. If it’s something that is such a terribly 

small position, or a fraction of a percent, it’s also probably something not 

worth spending the Group’s time with, and the Group I’m referring to is 

you, our shareholders, not ourselves. I just want to make sure that you 

understand what is most impactful to the portfolio. 
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  There is a question about market valuation in general. And they ask 

about Shiller P/E and Buffett indicator. And the Buffett indicator, for those 

of you who don’t know, is the one which looks at the total market cap of 

stocks versus GDP, and the Shiller P/E looks at average earnings versus 

the current price. And we tend to go back and look at different indicators, 

just to give our listeners a view as to what the world is. But we don’t 

hanker to any of them. As we discussed on the call, we’re looking at things 

by the—you’ve got a very expensive market valuation, but find 

opportunities. So we just, again, we know that the markets are up near 

their highs based upon historic levels of valuations, but there’s a cohort of 

companies that as we’ve talked about, that still either remain reasonably 

priced, or appropriately priced, and some that are downright cheap—

particularly if you have a longer-term time horizon and don’t want to go 

and try to watch something go up 500% overnight as has been happening 

recently. 

  But in addition, if you do hold the view that cash may not be worth 

as much in the future if you just held that. So, without addressing them 

specifically and going into any more detail, I just wanted to leave 

everybody, again, with the thought that bottoms-up is what we’re doing. 

We’re always going to build a portfolio that way.  
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(00:41:48) 

Mark: Sure, there’s a question about any concern with Chinese regulation and 

restricting the nature of operations in terms of Alibaba and the look-

through investment in Tencent.  

  And so, for those of you who have been invested in the Fund for a 

number of years, you’re probably well-aware that we have owned 

Tencent, Baidu, and Alibaba on and off, on at the moment, for quite some 

time. With each of those names, we have gone through periods of 

regulatory scrutiny. This includes Tencent, where the Chinese government 

stopped approving new video games at their normal pace, which hurt 

earnings a number of years ago; Baidu, which went through a period 

where there was a restriction on advertising due to regulatory concerns 

that healthcare ads may be misleading Chinese netizens down the wrong 

path, looking for cures; and now we’ve got Alibaba as well.  

  In each of these instances thus far—Alibaba is the one that’s 

currently going through the washing machine—the ability to look through 

and take a long-term approach to how these businesses are structured, 

their competitive advantages have served us well, because the companies 

have emerged from the other side, and their profitability and growth 
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opportunities have largely remained intact. And so, without getting into the 

intricacies of Alibaba, we’d say that [we think] would be the case as well.  

  And in the other instances, you would have seen that we took 

advantage of price declines and added to our positions in the past. This 

includes Tencent, effectively, where we had exposure through Naspers 

Prosus, and we were previously short Tencent, and when the shares 

traded down amidst regulatory concerns, we removed the hedge. This 

includes Baidu, where in a period of time, we have actually taken up the 

exposure when the name was underperforming due to regulatory 

concerns. And so, we’ll see how this plays out with Alibaba. But as it is, 

we think they are going to emerge to be a very significant player. It 

currently accounts for over 50% of the online retail industry in China, and 

so we think it would be pretty dangerous for the Chinese government to 

necessarily cause too much damage to a company that is so important to 

the economy.  

(00:44:05) 

Brian: There’s a question about selling or reducing CIT and Bank of America, 

and what it relates to entirely independent of previously covered shorts in 

the financial sector. To answer it specifically, yes, it’s completely 
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independent of the alluded-to short. Secondly, you’ll notice and I alluded 

to earlier that we do own a few other financials, and I think those have 

increased in size in the portfolio. So, I think there’s a matter, in our mind, 

[of] relative attractiveness.  

  There’s a question about AUM and buying smaller-cap companies. 

I think we remain interested in market cap companies above $1.5 billion to 

$2 billion, and that really hasn’t changed in the last ten years or so.  

Mark: There’s a question about—was Microsoft eliminated solely due to 

valuation? I didn’t mention it in the names we have held for decades 

because we don’t own it anymore. But we did originally buy Microsoft 

probably back in 2009 or 2010; Brian or Steve might remember. And so—

2010 it is—it was a very successful investment over the years; we 

continue to think very highly of management. But we did part ways in the 

fourth quarter based on valuation. It doesn’t mean that we wouldn’t buy it 

again. But that covers that.13  

  There’s a question after the big purchases when the market fell in 

March—do we still have enough cash to take advantage of opportunities 

presented by the market volatility? I think Steve answered that in the 

                                                 
13 Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future results.    
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opening preamble. I’m not sure if there’s anything to add there, Steve. 

(00:46:06) 

Steve: No, I think we did answer that. We have enough, have plenty of firepower 

to do more with, and you can expect—again, as we build a portfolio, 

bottoms-up, if we see that companies do not offer attractive risk/rewards, 

then their positions will, and our portfolio risk exposure will decline. And if 

we see good opportunities, particularly relative to alternatives, you’ll see 

us do more investing.  

  There was one more question as you were talking, Mark, about 

regulatory risk. Do you want to address this last question we have? 

Mark: Sure. It says—can you please discuss how you think through the 

regulatory risks related to your investments in Facebook and Alphabet? 

  There’s not an easy way to answer this question. I think one of the 

concerns we would have is the inability for any company under the eye of 

the regulator is their ability to continue to make acquisitions to both defend 

and expand their moat over time. So that would be a concern on our part, 

as well as any actions that the regulator requires a company to take that 

restricts their ability to compete or similarly generate economics from the 

moat that they have created over time. 
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  That said, there could be a number of positives that could even 

come out of it as well. So, people often surmise that if Instagram was 

forced to be spun off from Facebook—we’re not saying it should or it will—

based on sum of the parts valuation, it could help to garner an even higher 

valuation from the overall enterprise. And that doesn’t seem crazy to us 

because Facebook net of the cash doesn’t trade at a much higher multiple 

than the S&P on a forward-looking basis; but we certainly think it would 

grow faster than the S&P constituents on average over the next few years.  

  I’m going to summarize by saying it’s not an easy question to 

answer. This will play out over years, rather than months. But based on 

the management that [is in place] at each of the companies, we think they 

are as well positioned to navigate the challenges ahead of them, in 

combination with what are truly some of the best businesses that we have 

ever observed or studied. So, we think they are going to come out of this 

in a way such that we don’t think the economics are going to significantly 

deteriorate versus the current earnings power, or expected earnings 

power going forward. 

(00:48:37) 

Steve: And I will add one more thought to what Mark said with respect to the 
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regulatory concerns as it looks at these companies that Mark has 

addressed and other companies that could be subject to regulatory 

scrutiny. If you look back as an analog, over time, generally people look 

back at a regulatory scrutiny as a negative, that it is going to—and it can 

be, I’m not going to suggest that it can’t be, and it’s real indeterminate … 

but I do think if you go look at the Baby Bells, for example, which was Ma 

Bell, they split up, and that’s how you ended up with higher valuations 

over time for those people that held those. So, it worked out quite well. It 

doesn’t always have to be negative, to Mark’s point.  

  I think that’s all the questions, Ryan. So, I will turn it back to you. 

Ryan: Thanks, Steven, Mark, and Brian. Much appreciated. And I believe those 

were all the questions. If for some reason we missed your question, or you 

have an additional question, please feel free to email us or contact your 

representative. Again, our email address for those is crm@fpa.com.  

  Thanks again, everyone, for listening to FPA Crescent’s Fourth 

Quarter 2020 Webcast. And we would now like turn it over to the system 

moderator for closing comments and necessary disclosures. 

(00:50:09) 
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Moderator: [Please reference slides 30-35] Thank you for your participation in today’s 

webcast. We invite you, your colleagues, and shareholders to listen to the 

playback for the recording and view the presentation slides that will be 

available on our website within a few days at FPA.com. We urge you to 

visit the website on additional information about the Funds, such as 

complete portfolio holdings, historical returns, and after-tax returns. 

  Following today’s webcast, you will have the opportunity to provide 

your feedback and to submit any comments or suggestions. We 

encourage you to complete this portion of the webcast. We know your 

time is valuable, and we do appreciate and review all of your comments. 

  Please visit FPA.com for future webcast information, including 

replays. We post the date and time of upcoming webcasts towards the 

end of each current quarter, and webcasts are typically held three to four 

weeks following each quarter end. If you did not receive an invitation via 

email for today’s webcast and would like to receive them, please email us 

at crm@fpa.com. 

  We hope that our quarterly commentaries, webcasts, and special 

commentaries will continue to keep you appropriately informed on the 

strategies discussed today. 
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  We do want to make sure you understand that the views expressed 

on this call are as of today and subject to change without notice, based on 

market and other conditions. These views may differ from other portfolio 

managers and analysts at the Firm as a whole, and are not intended to be 

forecasts of future events, a guarantee of future results, or investment 

advice.  

  Past performance is no guarantee, nor is it indicative, of future 

results. Any mention of individual securities or sectors should not be 

construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell any securities, or 

invest in such sectors, and any information provided is not a sufficient 

basis upon which to make an investment decision.  

(00:52:05) 

  It should not be assumed that future investments will be profitable 

or will equal the performance of the security or sector examples 

discussed. Any statistics or market data mentioned during this webcast 

have been obtained from sources believed to reliable, but the accuracy 

and completeness cannot be guaranteed. 

  You should consider each Fund’s investment objectives, risks, 

charges, and expenses carefully before you invest. Investment, 
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including investments in mutual funds, carry risks and investors may 

lose principal value. The prospectus details the Fund’s investments, 

objectives and policies, risks, charges, and other matters of interest 

to a prospective investor. Please read the prospectus carefully 

before investing. The prospectus may be obtained by visiting the 

website at FPA.com, by email at crm@fpa.com, tollfree by calling 1-

800-982-4372, or by contacting the Fund in writing.  

  FPA funds are offered by UMB Distribution Services, LLC. 

  This concludes today’s webcast. Thank you and please enjoy the 

rest of your day. 

(00:53:18) 

[END FILE] 

Standard & Poor's 500 Stock Index (S&P 500) is a capitalization-weighted index 
which covers industrial, utility, transportation and financial service companies, and 
represents approximately 75% of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) capitalization 
and 30% of NYSE issues. The S&P 500 is considered a measure of large capitalization 
stock performance.  

MSCI ACWI Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is 
designed to measure the equity market performance of developed and emerging 
markets. The MSCI ACWI consists of 49 country indices comprising 23 developed and 
26 emerging market country indices. 
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MSCI ACWI ex USA Index captures large and mid-cap representation across 22 of 23 
Developed Markets (DM) countries (excluding the US) and 27 Emerging Markets (EM) 
countries.  

The current prospectus for FPACX can be accessed at: https://fpa.com/request-

funds-literature  

https://fpa.com/request-funds-literature
https://fpa.com/request-funds-literature

